ECONHACKS
AN ECONOMICS HACKATHON

February 13th - 14th
info@econhacks.org
econhacks.org

SPONSORSHIP PROSPECTUS
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WHAT IS ECONHACKS?
EconHacks is the largest economic hackathon aimed at
connecting programming skills, AI, and IT to solve
current day economic problems. EconHacks is the first
of its kind. It is a 24 hour hackathon supporting both
new and experienced coders to fight economics related
issues. EconHacks aims to make a lasting impact on the
coders of tomorrow and help increase the awareness
among the youth to work about economics.

OUR MISSION
Our goal is to empower the youth with innovation in
economics with the help of AI and IT. During the,
COVID-19 pandemic, many workers have lost their
livelihood, countless companies are facing heavy losses,
and smaller ones are closing down. It is the need of the
hour to to find sustainable solutions to this economic
deterioration. EconHacks has the vision for innovation in
the economics field with the use of computers. Our
dream is to bring revolution in economics with the help
of young coders. Your contribution does not only
promote your your product but also give you an
opportunity to introduce the younger generation to
coding and economics in the form of workshops.
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WHY SHOULD YOU SPONSOR ECONHACKS?
EconHacks gives organizations and businesses a chance
to formulate workshops for the introduction of
economics and programming to our inexperienced
participants. Additionally, emails of participants will be
available to certain sponsors in order to build
connection to the youth. In terms of promotional
benefits, EconHacks will feature your logo on our
website and you will be able to give a speech to our
participants during the inauguration and award function.

WORKSHOPS
EconHacks aims to not only reach the experts in the field
but also student looking to gain experience in economics
thus we have laid the provision of workshops to be
conducted by our sponsors. Workshops will be based on
macroeconomics, microeconomics, AI, web development,
app development, etc.

WANT TO HELP?
Our sponsorship table is below. We look forward to your
cooperation and support in this intitiave.
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SPONSOR TIERS
Sponsorship tiers

Bronze:
$300

Silver:
$500

Gold:
$1000

Platinum:
$2000

Promotion

✓

✓

✓

✓

Logo for hackathon

Extra small

Medium

Large

Logo on website

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Access to participant's

Small

emails
Hosting workshop
Product demo and

4 minutes
product
demo

speech during
inauguration

5 mins product
demo + 5 mins
speech

While any support is appreciated, this hackathon prefers monetary assistance. For
inquires or negotiation about sponsoring EconHacks please send all inquiries to
info@econhacks.org

ECONHACKS

